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TYPOGRAPHIC SEMANTICS OF WEBPAGES
ACCESSIBLE FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED USERS
Mapping Layout and Interaction Objects
to an Auditory Interaction Space
Peter Gorny1
Abstract
Binaural sound perception allows humans to localize sound sources in space. Modern spatialization soundcards
already offer the possibility to place virtual sounds in a virtual auditory environment. We use this to augment the
acoustical environments of blind users with virtual auditory interaction objects („hearcons“) representing the interaction objects of a webbrowser GUI. The cursor is also represented as hearcon, e.g., by a humble bee, and allows to
manipulate hearcons like normal icons, with touchpad, trackball, or mouse. Supplemented with text-to-speech- or
braille-output the visually impaired user can receive the textual information of a webpage including its semantics coded
in its typography, topography, and topology of its components.
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1.

Introduction

Imagine a blind user sits at her computer equipped with a touch pad to control the cursor. She is
investigating internet pages, e.g., in search of interpretations or transcriptions of Shakespeare’s
Taming of the Shrew into modern English. All buttons and links on the web pages are mapped into
an auditory interaction space produced by a system of four loudspeakers and a standard spatialization soundcard. She can handle the interactive elements in the web browser window with the same
ease as a sighted user - by just moving the cursor, represented by the sound of a humble bee, to one
of the buttons or hypertext links on the screen, which are also represented by spatialized sounds
(„hearcons“). All hearcons seem to hang on a (virtual) sound wall behind the computer as an augmentation of her normal acoustical environment (Fig. 1). With the first „click“ the interaction object
is selected and a spatialized voice reads its name, with the second click, the object is activated. If it
is, for example, a text document, the text is read by a voice „from the off“ (beyond the sound wall
area) via a text-to-speech transformer, and/or presented on a braille output line.
In the preliminary project SPUI-B (Sterophonic User Interfaces for Blind Users) [3], [4] we have
investigated the feasibility of the interaction concept and qualitatively evaluated it with the help of
18 blind users.
For the implementation of the described concept in a given application (a web browser) we have to
overcome several difficulties, namely:
• the directional discretization of sounds by the human aural perception system is approx. 1/20 of
the visual perception;
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Fig. 1: A virtual sound wall augmenting the real auditory environment of a user
• the directional discretization of two adjacent sounds is high (approx. 3°) in the direction of the
nose (the lateral angle α=0°) and very poor (α>30°) at the direction α>75° – therefore humans
have learned to turn their face toward the sound sources;
• the localization of a sound in forward direction cannot be distinguished from a sound coming
from backward without turning the head slightly.
• more than five simultaneous sounds cannot be distinguished by most humans – they become
part of the white noise;
• the use of four or five loudspeakers for the localization of spatialized sounds forces the user to
keep the head in the ideal point between the loudspeakers;
• the use of headphones makes it necessary to measure the turning of the head and to rotate the
augmented auditory space in the opposite direction in realtime, so the relation between the
sounds from the real auditory environment and the augmented reality stays constant (presumed
the headphones are „open“ to the environmental sounds – a necessary precondition for blind
users);
• the use of an "auxel" array (auditory pixels) overcomes most of the disadvantages of headphones or loudspeakers, but this technology is commercially not yet available;
• the various types of icons or links or other interactive UI-objects normally represent something
statical: for example, they offer a system function. Therefore there are normally no
metaphorical sounds available for the interaction objects. The sounds have to be selected for
ideographical purposes;
• the selected sounds will partly appear simultaneously – easily leading to cacophony;
• the texts on web pages are very often multilingual, e.g., German and French users will have to
cope with English labels on buttons or in URL, or part of the page content is presented in
English. Therefore the text-to-speech system has to be constructed as an intelligent assistant in
order to choose the appropriate pronounciation.
The solutions we developed so far for these problems for our assistive system will be described in
this short report.
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2.

GUIS and their barriers for visually impaired users

The advantages of GUIs (versus textual interfaces with command and menu-oriented control) have
been discussed widely for more than one decade. We refrain from repeating all arguments and
reasons and list only the four most important benefits in the context of our subject:
1. The use of metaphores related to the user environment visually represented by icons, which are
references to data structures, programs, functions, etc.;
2. Direct manipulation of these visible objects (icons) with rapid visible feedback for all actions;
3. Ease of control of simultaneously available programs and functions;
4. Structuring and organizing visible objects topographically on the screen area by linking
semantics to their positions and to layout features (type, size, style and color of the fonts, background color, borders, tables, etc.).
GUIs aim at enhancing the usability of computer systems for non-computer-specialized users for
their normal work tasks, but they fail completely for visually impaired users - on the contrary: they
cause new obstacles for blind users of computer systems.
Boyd [5] stated the following three problems (“barriers”) which cause difficulties for blind users to
work with GUIs in the same way as sighted users do:
1. The pixel barrier refers to the problem that the screen output is stored as a pixel map in memory and cannot be read by usual text-to-speech systems. Therefore it is necessary to intercept
the text output from all software components before it is mapped to the screen buffer.
2. The mouse barrier refers to the problem that blind users cannot handle the mouse (or any other
pointing device) in an effective way as an input device; this is a psychomotorical problem
resulting from the lack of feedback.
3. The graphics barrier is located on the semantical level. It refers to the fact, that information is
presented in pictorial elements which humans recognize as (previously learned) patterns, and
that topography and topology give additional hints about the represented objects and their
relations. The transformation of these graphical representations will always be accompanied
with a loss of information. Textual descriptions of graphics tend to be long, imprecise and
complicated.
As already stated the problem of the graphics barrier is a semantical one and it is questionable
whether it will ever be sufficiently solved: Graphics are used to represent an object in an obvious
way. For example many icons are simplified pictures of objects the sighted users see in their everyday life such as the trashcan or the folder. If such icons are transformed into a set of tactile pixels
they cannot be interpreted with the same ease, because a blind person knows the objects only from
touching them in their original size. The miniaturized tactile form may be not only ambiguous, but
it looses completely the metaphorical link to the real environment. In contrary to pixel graphics,
though, some progress can be observed to represent vector graphics (lines) as tactile maps [16].
In a few projects attempts were made to transform graphics into auditory output [20] or to describe
pictures for the blind [11], but there still exist no practical solutions to represent any pixel graphics
via auditory display.
So far there are only few known solutions for the layout barrier caused by the use of layout features
for semantic purposes. A word printed in different font types may have completely disjunct meanings. One of the most extreme examples is the ALGOL68 Revised Report [21], which is literally
ununderstandable if presented in only one type and style of font, because four different font types
and styles are used to connotate the syntactical and semantical level. Here some text-to-speech
systems, though, offer the option, that changes of text layout are explained, while the text is read.

3.

Existing Adaptations of GUIS for blind users and other related work
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Most of the known adaptations of GUIs for blind users do not solve all three barrier problems. For
example the GUIB project (Textual and Graphical User Interfaces for Blind People) [11] transforms
a screen contents of MS-Windows on the one hand into a tactile form, keeping the topographical
arrangement of the objects. On the other hand the tactile output is supported by auditory output with
spatialized sound. A sound is attached to every object of the GUI and also to the cursor. The sound
sources seem to be located in the same position as the visual objects on the screen. Thus the user
gets the information about the absolute cursor position on the screen. Other objects only sound
when they are touched by the cursor. No direct selection of an object is possible, because no feedback is given about the relative position of the cursor to a target object when moving the mouse.
This situation is comparable with a black screen where only the cursor is visible and a sighted user
has to find a certain object on the screen which will light up when touched – an unsatisfying situation.
The SonicFinder [12], [13], [14], an adaptation to make the Finder interface of the Macintosh accessible to visually impaired users, acts in the same way. The objects are implemented as auditorily
passive objects which only sound when a certain event has happened. In a later version of the
SonicFinder soundholders were introduced, which can be attached to an object and which sound
permanently to provide a cue of its distance to the cursor. This distance is represented by the sound
volume reciprocally to the distance from the cursor.
The Soundtrack project [9], [10] implemented the absolute locations of objects by different tones
(organ-keyboard-metaphore), but as tests proved, only a blind musician was able to retrieve the
positional cue from the tonal coding, the other visually impaired test persons counted the objects
when passing by with the cursor.
In the Mercator project [17], [18], [19] XWindows under UNIX is adapted. The authors solve the
navigation problem by replacing the graphical display with a tree-like hierarchical auditory interface. To select a certain object the tree has to be searched by using the cursor keys until the target
object is found ("down" to move to a lower hierarchy, "right" to select a branch, "up" and "left" for
the reverse operations). The objects again only sound when a certain event has happened.
As a conclusion we may state that all known adaptations of GUIs for blind users do not solve all
three problems mentioned above. Blind users are still unable to access GUI-based application
systems in the same way as the sighted do. In general practice the GUI is reduced to a textual
menu/command-oriented interface using cursor keys for navigation. Neither the semantics of
topographical arrangements of UI objects nor their semantical relations hidden in their topology can
be recognized by the blind users. Direct manipulation of objects is not possible, since no sufficient
feedback is provided to use the pointing device adequately.

4.

Special WWW-barriers in an virtual auditory space

Since we have chosen to implement our auditory interaction space for a web browser we have to
cope with a set of problems resulting from the deficiencies of the html-standard, when also used for
layout purposes, e.g., using dummy gifs for text spacing, tables, and frames, etc.
The presently known auditory adaptations of web browsers use text-to-speech systems. One of the
most advanced systems is the IBM Homepage Reader [1], which offers straight forward sensible
solutions for normal hypertext links, for interactive gifs (links behind graphics elements), for tables,
and for frames. But this browser is not offering sufficient support for a blind user in a collaborative
situation within the joint environment with sighted persons.
No solutions for giving access to the GUIs of Java applets have become known to us. Java-script
based interaction elements can normally be deactivated without blocking access to the links behind
the element, so this will normally not create serious obstacles.
It is also foreseeable that the fast development progress of the html-standard, will cause difficulties
to maintain our adaptation of a web browser.
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5.

Direct manipulation of auditory objects in a virtual auditory space

Bölke [3] and Yang et al. [22] describe the results of our preliminary project SPUI-B (see also [4]),
which can be summarized in the following points:
• Interaction with spatialized interactive auditory user interface objects (hearcons) is feasible for
blind users, when not more than 5 hearcons (besides the cursor hearcon) sound simultaneously
and with full volume: an implementation of the metaphor “walking by night with a torch
through a forest” (distant trees are hardly visible).
• To reduce the number of simultaneously audible hearcons there should be also an easy way to
group hearcons.
• The default sounds representing hearcons must be easily adaptable to personal preferences of
the users. A large set of alternative sounds must be provided within the system.
• The user must be able to improve localization of a hearcon by moving and turning his head –
with a stereophonic loudspeaker system, with an auxel array, or with “open” headphones.
• The mouse is not well suited for blind users; more usable pointing devices are touch pad, or
trackball.
In the current project the evaluation of our design decisions with respect to interaction techniques,
applicability of sounds, and the usability of the user interface for the adapted application system
(webbrowser) will be one of the central topics in order to develop some general recommendations
on auditory adaptations of GUI-based applications.

6.

Long-term goals of the project ZIB

The short-term goal of the project ZIB is the development or adaptation of a webbrowser with a
normal graphical user interface extended with an augmented auditory reality, in which the interactive objects of the user interface are represented by spatialized sounds (hearcons).
Our long-term goal can be best expressed by the report of a blind author, who describes his experience of a garden in rain: the sound of the rain drops on the leaves, the grass, the pavement gave him
a direct perception of their topographical arrangement and of their relation to each other [15]. We
want to create an intuitive access to the semantics of the topographical environment of a visually
impaired person, including access to the virtual objects of computer-mediated information, which
have to be integrated into the auditory environment. We are developing a webbrowser which is an
assistive adaptation of a given system, and not a specialized technology that would only increase the
isolation of a blind person in collaborative situations.
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